INVENTORY OF TRUNK

Spinning Science

Activity Binder
- Introduction/ Instructions
- Introduction/ Book list
- Inventory Sheet
- Table of Tops
- Spindles and Disks into Toys that Spin
- Flying Fish
- A Top to Take Home
- Consumable and Restocking List
- Top
- Parent surveys
- 4 laminated activity sheet

Books
- Around and Around by Patricia J. Murphy
- Build It! Structures, Systems and You by Adrienne Mason
- The Carousel by Liz Rosenberg
- The Carousel Ride by Lynea Bowdish
- Farmer Brown Goes Round and Round by Teri Sloat
- Little Miss Somersault by Roger Hargreaves
- Runaway Dreidel! by Leslea Newman
- Spinning by Sara E. Hoffman
- Twisters: A Book About Tornadoes by Rick Thomas
- Up and Down on the Merry-Go-Round by Bill Martin Jr.

Table of Tops
- Bin with numerous tops of different sizes and materials

Spindles and Disks into Toys that Spin
- Makit Toy by Schylling set
- Fabulous Fiddlestix

Flying Fish
- Plastic envelope with pieces of paper of various sizes and colors
A Top to Take Home
- Small bin of marbles
- Small bin of paper embellishments
- Zip top bag of corks
- Large bin of premade tops, crayons, hot glue sticks (no glue gun), zip top bag of small paper plates

Spinning Magnets
- Plastic bin of plastic, magnetic spinning objects
- 3 wooden boards with magnetic paint